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Abstract

Push is an Internet technology, which allow people to subscribe to a content- or service
provider that automatically update the subscriber’s computer or Personal Digital Assistant
(PDA) with the latest information without having the subscriber to first request for new
information. The Ericsson Mobile Positioning Center (MPC) is a gateway that provides
geographical positions of mobile stations to various applications. This Master Thesis gives
the reader an overview of these technologies and presents an alternative way in integrating
a third part Push-solution with the MPC. The integration proposal is also evaluated against
the current Push functionality that Ericsson has developed and integrated into the MPC.

Keywords: Push technology, Mobile position system, Software integration
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The Ericsson Mobile Positioning Center (MPC) is a system that provides different content-
or service providers with the geographical position of a Mobile Station (MS) connected to
the GSM network. The MS is a collective name for a Cellular telephone or a Personal
Digital Assistant (PDA). There are today 435 million GSM subscribers globally and the
number of subscribers are estimated to grow to 800 million 2004, where the
geographically related information will stand for 60% of all information sent according to
a Marketing Guide [1] by Karin Björk at Ericsson.

Location information is today the subject for a limited number of applications, but the
forecast is that the number of applications will have a dramatic growth in the next few
years [1]. The basis for this forecast is the ever increasing number of cellular telephone
users and that it now is possible to combine geographical data with mobility in an efficient
way. Position based applications can be divided into different groups [2] depending upon
which target group they are aiming at, such as Commercial (Property, Service, Game, and
Entertainment), Governmental (Emergency assistance), and Operators (Mobile location
information for more accurate network planning). These applications are in this report
named LoCal Service (LCS) Clients.

The background of this Master Thesis is that Ericsson in the year of 2000 was about to add
new functionality to the MPC. This should allow an MS user to take the initiative in
requesting position-based information service from a LCS Client. This functionality is
later in this report referred as the Push scenario.

At this moment, the MPC only allowed the LCS Client to initiate a request the MPC about
an MS location, to decide what information that should be sent to the MS (see Figure 1).

To achieve the wanted functionality, Ericsson could use the current components as they
where, but this solution would be very inefficient in terms of network- and computer
usage. This would force the MPC to ask the LCS Client to request the MS position from
the MPC. Then the MPC would calculate the MS position and send the position to the LCS
Client (see Figure 2).

LCS
Client

Figure 1:  LCS Client request the geographical position of one or several Mobile Stations, The LCS Client
puts together appropriate information and sends it to the MS(s) via a mobile network.

MPC

MS User
1

2

3
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Instead Ericsson planned to develop new functionality that would allow the MPC to
asynchrony send (push) MS positions to LCS Client directly, which is a far more efficient
alternative (see Figure 3).

At this point, Ericsson had two alternatives, one alternative was to develop this
functionality by them selves, and the other one was to purchase and integrate a third part
Push solution. Ericsson produced the Master Thesis proposal that today is the foundation
to this thesis. The purpose of this thesis was to gather basic information about push to be
able to decide which technology to use if integrating a third part software to achieve the
new functionality. However, the demands from the Market department grew stronger and
stronger which resulted in that Ericsson decided to develop the functionality them selves
concurrently with this Master Thesis.

1.2 Intended Readers

Readers of this thesis are assumed to possess basic understanding of computer networks.
The material in this thesis may interest staff at Ericsson that are thinking of integrating
Push-technology with the MPC in attempt to achieve push.

LCS
Client

MPC

MS User 2

3

4

Figure 2: The MS User request location based information from a LCS Client, the Server has to ask the LCS
first to request the MPC about the MS position to be able to deliver the position. The LCS Client puts
together appropriate information and sends it to the MS via a mobile network.

5
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LCS
Client

MPC

MS User

2

Figure 3: The MS User request location based information from a LCS Client, the Server calculates the
geographical position and forwards the position to a LCS Client. LCS Client puts together the requested
information and sends it to the MS via a mobile network.

3
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Other people that may find useful information in this report may be persons that can find
guidance in:
- what kind of Push-categories there is and what functionality each category supports
- what Push-delivery methods that are available, and the implications each brings
- how to integrate a Push-solution into an existing application
- what implications Push may have to both users and developers

1.3 Aims

The scope of this Master Thesis is to produce a survey on the MPC, different Push
technologies and vendor solutions. Further shall an evaluation investigate if any vendor
solution supports the push functionality that Ericsson requires, and identify if integrating a
vendor solution requires any changes to the MPC.  If integration is possible, any internal
or external area of the MPC that has to be changed shall be identified and described. The
areas that have to be changed shall be as few and small, as possible to minimise the effort
that integration would bring. The report shall also describe if integrating a third part Push-
software is suitable for Ericsson in the sense of functionality and performance compared
with the solution that Ericsson has developed.

If no vendor solution supports the wanted functionality, arguments against such integration
shall be presented.

1.4 Method

This thesis consists of five steps. All steps but the first are revisited a number of times to
retain the focus on the report. In the first step, the Thesis aims are determined together
with staff at Ericsson.

The second step includes a survey on the MPC, Push technologies along with vendor
solutions. The material is gathered from the Ericsson Intranet, books, journals from
science libraries, telephone calls with Push-suppliers, and Internet articles.

In the third step, an evaluation is done to investigate if any vendor solution supports the
functionality that Ericsson requires. This decision is based upon the needs that Ericsson
has in using Push technology, matched against the functionality that different Push-
technologies can provide.

If integration is possible, a fourth step includes the identification of the consequences that
an integration has internally within the MPC as well as externally, along with a fifth step,
where I compare the proposed integration solution with the actual implementation
Ericsson has developed during this Master Thesis.

If no integration is possible, an alternative fourth step shall describe the reasons for this
conclusion.

1.5 Limitations

The cost for integrating a third part Push solution lies outside this report as well as its
implementation. This thesis does not attempt to evaluate the integration of a third part
Push solution that offers services in other areas in the MPC than the one described in the
Background.
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1.6 Report Outline

This report starts with a survey of the MPC, its related components and functionality
followed by another survey of available Push technologies and vendor solutions. Then is
the area identified where it is appropriate to integrate a third part Push solution, and which
vendor solutions that is appropriate to integrate with the MPC. An integration proposal is
then describing how a third part Push solution can be integrated. Finally is the proposed
integration compared with the solution developed by Ericsson.

1.7 Abbreviations

API Application Programming Interface
BSC Base Station Controller
CGI Cell Global Identity
CGI+TA Cell Global Identity with Time Advance
CPU Central Processing Unit
GMPC Gateway Mobile Positioning Center
GPS Global Position System
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol
IPM IP Multicasting
ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network
LCS Client LoCal Service Client
MAP Mobile Application Part
MPC Ericsson Mobile position Center
MPP Massively Parallel Processing
MS Mobile Station
MSC Mobile service Switching Center
PDA Personal Digital Assistant
PLMN Public Land Mobile Network
PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network
RAM Random Access Memory
SDK Software Development Kit
SMPC Serving Mobile Positioning Center
SS7 Signalling System 7
TA Time Advance
TIB The Information Bus
UDP User Datagram Protocol
VLR Visitor Location Register
XML Extensible Mark-up Language
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2 Technology overview

2.1 MPC

In this section, I will give the reader an introduction of the MPC, and the positioning
technologies that MPC supports. This is followed by a study in what components in the
MPC that are involved when an MS user sends his geographical position to a LCS Client
connected to the MPC via Internet (Push scenario). Finally the HTTP-Pusher component
responsible for pushing the positions to the LCS Client is described because its central role
in this scenario.

The ability to geographically locate different Mobile Stations (MS) such as mobile phones
in a Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) is called Positioning. Positioning is based on
the collection and analysing of data that is collected by the Mobile service Switching
Center (MSC) [3]. The MSC controls calls to and from different telephone and data
systems such as the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) [4], Integrated Services
Digital Network (ISDN), public data networks, private data networks, and other mobile
networks.

2.1.1 Positioning Techniques

Here are the mobile positioning techniques that the MPC supports [2].

CGI
Network based positioning procedure is based on Cell Global Identity (CGI), which gives
a position precision of approximately 100-3500 meters. CGI positioning is the simplest
positioning method, which only determines the broadcast cell that serves an MS. The
positioning precision level depends upon the shape (circular or sector) and size of the
broadcast area. If the area is sector shaped or if the size of the sector is small, the precision
level is more precise (Figure 4).

Figure 4

CGI-TA
Cell Global Identity with Time Advance (CGI+TA) has much in common with the
previous positioning method. When measuring the transmission time between an MS and a
broadcast cell, you can calculate the distance between them. This ability makes it possible
to calculate a position of an MS within the broadcast area, which increase the precision to
about 100 meters (Figure 5).

Figure 5
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Assisted GPS
Assisted GPS (Global Positioning System) produces the most precise location with a
precision accuracy of approximately 10 meters. Since these signals are quit weak, the
GSM network assists the satellites in better MS coverage. The position calculation is done
at the MS, which receives signals from the GSM network collected from four or more
satellites containing the position of the MS and a timestamp when the signal was sent.

2.1.2 External Environment

The MPC [2] provides geographical positions of mobile stations to various applications
running on LoCal Service (LCS) Clients that receives position information. The Ericsson
Mobile Positioning System is based upon existing communication infrastructure and it
consists of three logical subsystems, which are:

• The PLMN, which is the network infrastructure that provides the geographical
information.

• The MPC, which acts as a mediation device between the PLMN and the LCS
Clients that request MS position information.

• The LCS Client can be a content- or service provider or an Emergency Center that
request position information via a TCP/IP based interface.

Figure 6: The LCS Client applications on the left top of this figure request and receive the position estimates
calculated by the MPC (middle) for MSs connected via the GSM network. To be able to calculate the position of
an MS, the MPC asks a Base Station (right) where the MS is located to be able to provide the geographical
location. The Base Station use different techniques depending on the precision level required. If the Base Station
precision level is insufficient and if the MS support GPS, satellite data is requested, which increase the precision
level even more. The MPC provides the Mobile Operator with tools that make it possible to supervise and collect
billing, order, marketing, and customer information from the MPC.

 Yellow
 Pages

Ericsson Mobile Positioning System

Mobile
NetworkAPI

Mobile Operator
• Billing
• Order / Marketing
• Customer Administration

INTERNET

MPC
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2.1.3 Internal Environment

The MPC is a gateway that is divided into two separate entities, which follows the GSM-
standard. The two entities are the Gateway Mobile Positioning Center (GMPC) and the
Serving Mobile Positioning Center (SMPC). These in turn consist of several individual
components that are specialised to give a single type of service within each entity.

Below is a figure presenting the MPC system with focus on those components inside the
GMPC that are involved when an MS wants to send its position to a LCS Client (Push
Scenario). Presented are also those entities that are involved in the communication
between the GMPC and SMPC, and the LCS Client that receive position information.
There exist of course other components as well, but these are left out since these are not
relevant for the time being. The component responsible for pushing geographical positions
to LCS Clients is the HTTP-Pusher, which is described in the Section 2.1.4.

Entity description

SMPC
The SMPC is the node that calculates the MS location. Depending on the accuracy
required by the MS, the SMPC return the requested geographic position. The SMPC can
also assist the MS with satellite data if the precision level requested require this accuracy
and if the MS support this technique.

GMPC
The GMPC is the interface towards the LCS Clients and it is responsible for the
authorisation, statistics and the billing functionality of the MPC and hides the underlying
position technology that is used in the SMPC.

The following is a short scenario that describes what components that are involved when
an MS owner sends his geographical position to a LCS Client (Push Scenario).

An MS starts by sending a request for service to a Base Station Controller (BSC)
including its id (telephone number), current cell ID, distance to the BSC - Base Station
Controller (TA) value, and preferred positioning method. The BSC manages all radio-
related network functions such as MS handover, radio channel assignment and cell

1 6

2, 7
3

54

BSC

MSC/VLR

LCS
Client

SMPC

GeoConv

Authority

Request
Monitor

MAP

HTTP
Pusher

GMPC

Billing
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9

10

11

16

15

14
13

12

17

Figure 7: Components that are used in the Push Scenario.
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configuration data. The BSC then forwards the request to the Mobile service Switching
Center (MSC), which checks if the MS is authorised to request its own position. Here is
also the Visitor Location Register (VLR) located, which stores routing information and all
MS owner specific information within a MSC service area to minimise network traffic.

The MSC then sends the position request back to the BSC, which forwards it to the
SMPC that determines the MS position and level of accuracy corresponding to the MS
request. The SMPC returns the position to the BSC. The BSC then tells the MSC to
produce a message, telling the MS user if the positioning was executed or not.

The MSC then tell the GMPC to push the position location to a specific LCS Client.
The Mobile Application Part (MAP) component receives and converts the request to
GMPC internal message format and passes it to the Request Monitor that propagates the
message further to the HTTP-Pusher. The HTTP-Pusher then asks the Authority
component about LCS Client specific information (address, date type and position format).
The HTTP-Pusher asks the GeoConv component to convert the message to the preferred
date type of the LCS Client. The HTTP-Pusher then puts together an answer to the LCS
Client with the right date format before the message is pushed to the LCS Client. If the
transmission succeeds, the Billing component receives charging information from the
HTTP-Pusher that is used when charging the LCS Client.

Depending on the geographical position, the LCS Client puts together and delivers
position sensitive information or service to the MS user via a mobile network.

2.1.4 HTTP-Pusher

The HTTP-Pusher is responsible for a large number of functions compared to the
functionality that other components in the MPC provide. There exist no hard real-time
requirements that states when the geographical position shall be pushed to the LCS Client.
This is partly because the LCS Client does not know when a position will arrive. The main
functions are here described chronologically following the execution in the HTTP-Pusher
when an MS owner sends his geographical position to a LCS Client (Push Scenario). The
HTTP-Pusher uses an object oriented API from Rogue Wave to push XML-strings to a
Java-servlet based LCS Client that receives a HTTP/Post from the HTTP-Pusher.

It is the ResultMonitor in the HTTP-Pusher component that receives a Push and converts
the internal codes to readable text strings. The ResultMonitor secondly asks the Authority
component about LCS Client specific information, and third, the GeoConverter is asked to
convert the geographical data to the format that the receiving LCS Client supports.
Depending on how much the LCS Client is prepared to pay for the position information,
the system may lower the position accuracy if it exceeds the position accuracy that the
LCS Client is prepared to pay for. Fourth, the ResultMonitor stores all information in a
PushObject where the MS position is completed. The PushObj.cc will be more described
in the Section 3.1. The information in the PushObj is finally sent to the LCS Client. If
everything is OK, the Billing receives information for charging, and the RequestMonitor
receives information about the success of the position delivery. To be able to better follow
the scenario described, please consider the class diagram in Appendix I.

2.1.5 Features

The MPC has a Software Development Kit (SDK) [5], and an Application Programming
Interface (API) to ease the development of LCS Client applications using mobile positions
when working with the MPC. The API offers developers that produce content- and service
applications an easy way in producing new Internet based applications.

There also exist an Emulator [5], which makes it possible to test location based
applications without heavy investments and expensive test tools. The Emulator makes it
unnecessary to have access to the real mobile network. The Emulator support MPP 3 based
XML protocol, and requests are sent by HTTP/Post-method. To be able to run the
Emulator you need a Server capable of running Java-servlets, and for example Apache
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web Server. Both the SDK and the Emulator can be downloaded free of charge from the
Ericsson web site.

2.1.6 Environment

Software

The MPC is running at the operating system (Sun) Solaris 2.6, using an object oriented
database ObjectStore 5.0. The MPC is developed in C++ using object orientation and it is
multithreaded to be able to run on a multiprocessor platform. Java has been introduced to
decrease the dependency of the MPC Tool, which allows administrators to work from their
PCs. Corba is used for internal communication, while HTTP/HTTPS, TCP/IP, and SS7 is
used for external communication.

Hardware
The hardware of MPC consists of one Sun Enterprise 3500 tower enclosure with two 336
MHz Ultra SPARC CPUs, with 512 MB internal memory (RAM) and a hard disk of 9.1
GB.
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2.2 Push

Before I begin to evaluate different Push specific attributes for each vendor, the reader will
be introduced in general aspects of Push.

From the increasing need of having the latest up to date information from an almost
endlessness amount of information sources on the Internet, Push-technologies was
developed to help the user collecting appropriate information more conveniently. Push-
technologies gives people the ability to subscribe for certain information or service from a
content- or service provider. When the provider have new information that corresponds to
the specific requirements of a subscriber, the information is automatically sent from the
provider to the subscriber. This means that the subscriber does not have to check
repeatedly if there is new information.

2.2.1 Definition

Reporters and vendors use the Push concept intermixed with similar techniques when they
describe Push. The confusion this brings added with fluffy definitions makes it hard for a
beginner to know what Push really is. As an example of an imprecise definition, the
definition of W3c [6] is presented:
“All of the technologies that must inter operate in order to efficiently get information from
the provider to the “mind top” (computer, PDA) of the consumer with minimal consumer
initiative, including: publication, search, collection, aggregation, routing, caching,
approval, delivery, subscription, summarisation, notification, and presentation.”.
My opinion is that the definition lack precision and the question I ask myself is what is
meant by “…minimal consumer initiative…”?

I will therefor try to clarify for the reader what Push really is. I will refer to the article
produced by VTT Information Technology [7], which visualise the characteristics of Push,
and similar communication techniques. I have put in the terms Pull, Push, and Smart Pull
in an MPC context, where a user requests location based information from a LCS Client to
visualise the differences among them.

MS User
(User)

MPC
(Server)

LCS Client
(Client)

Pull

Push

Smart Pull

T
im

e

Figure 8: Presenting the difference between Push and other distribution techniques.
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Pull) When the MPC has calculated the geographical position of an MS, the MPC tells
the LCS Client to request the MS position before the MPC can send it to the LCS
Client. The LCS Client requests and receives the position and then sends
appropriate information to the user. Pull increases the network traffic, computer
execution and the time that the LCS Client has to wait for the information.

Push) When the MPC have calculated the geographical position of the MS, the MPC
only has to push the geographical position to the LCS Client.

Smart Many applications that claims to support push, are actually Smart Pull solutions.
Pull) It is a simple technique that allows the user to set a number of parameters

describing what type of information the user is interested in at the Client software.
The Client then requests the Server for the wanted information at those time
intervals that the user has set the Client to check. If the Server finds any
information that suits the Client request, the Server responds the information. The
reason why this technique often used is that a Web Browser often is the Client, it
is simple, and a Browser cannot handle pushed content from a Server.

2.2.2 Techniques

I concluded in the previous section that Push is the most efficient technology to use when
sending time sensitive information to many subscribers. I will therefor describe three
different transmitting techniques that are used when pushing content from a Server to one
or several Clients.

Unicasting
The simplest Push technique is Unicast [8] (point to point relationship). When using
unicasting, you send each receiver one copy of information. This forces the Server to
retransmit the same information for each Client, which have the drawbacks that the
performance requirements are very high on the Server and that the network must support
large amount of network traffic. These matters make this solution very expensive for
applications that serve a great number of subscribers.

Broadcasting
Another technique is the Broadcast [8] technique (one to all relationship), which allow the
Server to send one copy of information to all possible receivers. The drawbacks are that
messages are sent to recipients that do not wish to receive transmissions, and the Internet
would be overloaded if this technique was extensively used.

One interim solution to the scalability problems with Unicasting, is the development of
proprietary broadcast-like Servers that use reflectors, splitters, or exploders [8] to
minimise the retransmissions of the same data and network load connected with
Unicasting. The disadvantages with this approach is that each solution is vendor-specific,
which makes it necessary to purchase reflectors from each vendor, which is very expensive
and is therefore not an ultimate solution. Another way is to use IP multicasting, which
offer a more general architecture solution. I will describe some of the features in IP
Multicasting in the next section.

IP Multicasting
Finally the most efficient technique, IP Multicast (IPM) (one to many relationship).
According to the definition of Cisco [9], IPM can be described as: “The senders don't
know who the receivers are (they just send their data), and the receivers don't know who
the senders are (they just ask for traffic destined for the group address), so the routers have
to do something without help from the hosts”. This definition does not describe what the
routers do, but it describes that the routers shall take care of the technique, and that the
senders and receivers shall concentrate on the content, and not the technique.
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IPM is an extension of the Link Layer Multicast to IP Internets, and according to Diffuse
[10], the advantage is that you can send a single datagram to multiple hosts (Clients)
without sending it to each and every one of them. These hosts can be collected in what is
called a multicast group, which may contain hosts from various address domains. It is the
Multicast Listener Discovery specification, which allows each IPv6router to detect if the
data package host(s) is/are a multicast listener, and if there are any hosts interested in
receiving this data package. When the data package reaches the IPv6router where the
multicast group is, the router sends a copy of the data packages to each host. This
technique eases the execution and transmission burden of the Server since only one copy
of information is sent to each multicast group, which gives you a information flow that is
like a tree, where the Server is the root.

Jan Tångring [11] claims that the advantages in IPM the technique are very seldom used.
This is because the Network providers do not put resources in a technique, which is yet not
highly demanded by their customers (content providers), and at the same time the
customers do not produce any applications using Multicast, due to the lack of IPM support
from their Network providers. Despite these problems the common idea is that the
demands for this technique will increase dramatically when the presence of its existence
spread. The parties that will gain most of it are all those content providers (news, radio,
TV…) that now are sending each end user a copy from their own machines, when it is
enough to just send a minimum number of copies and then let the IPv6 routers do the rest.

2.2.3 Categories

According to the report from VTT Information Technology [7], the Push market can be
divided into four basic categories, which are Application distributor, Content provider,
Platform provider, and finally Real-time data transfer. Each market specific characteristics
are mentioned beneath. The first two categories focus on the distribution of information
and software, while the other two are vendors that markets tools that are used when
producing the first two categories.

Application distributor
An application distributor is a vendor that produces applications that automatically
distribute and maintain software applications and content in either an Intranet or across the
Internet. These applications gives the System Administrator of a company the ability to
reduce the time and costs in distributing, installing, and updating software, efficiently
download only those changes of the software that are to be updated. Marimba is a well-
known company in this area and is considered to be the market leader.

Content provider
A content provider is a company that creates their own channels [12], which makes it
possible for users to subscribe for various types of information such as News, Fun, Sport,
Info, Finance, Sport, and Travel. This technology often uses the “Smart pull” technique
earlier described to deliver up-to-date information to the subscribers because the Clients
mostly use a Browser to receive the information. The tool suppliers that supply the
development tools to the content providers often base all their income on advertisements
that are integrated with the information that the content provider distributes. This means
that the software to create content does not cost anything for the content provider or the
subscriber. The market leader in this area is Infogate (previously Pointcast).

Platform provider
A platform provider is a company that markets development tools for producing Push
applications for publishing and delivering content. The Push application can notify the
subscriber about new information, report the transmission, and interaction results in an
automated way back to the content provider. The solutions are rather expensive but they
provide a large amount of functionality that provides the developer of a Push applications
much freedom. The most well known tool vendor within this area is BackWeb.
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Real-time data transfer
A vendor that market real-time data transfer tools have much functionality in common
with the Platform providers mentioned in the section above. This type however, is focused
on transmitting content to large amount of subscribers in real time. This technology is
suitable to use in areas like stock market information and similar, where it is important that
all subscribers get the information at the same time. One transmission technology that is
used is the earlier described IP Multicasting, which is very efficient and suitable within
this type of applications. The market leader Tibco has delivered a number of famous
applications in the financial area that delivers real-time stock-quotes.

2.2.4 Experiences

The company or system architect that is considering Push as an alternative should consider
factors that may affect the outcome of the usage of Push in either way. In the article
“Towards an Accessible Web by Applying Push Technology” [7], some experiences are
mentioned. On the positive side, push:

• Reduce the burden of collecting information where it is a large information flow.
• Reduce the risk of not viewing the latest information.
• Minimise the amount of information, which increase the quality of the

information viewed.
• Allow automatic downloading of new software products, which lower the costs

for administrating software updates.
• Minimise the access time to Internet since only the latest updates of information

is downloaded, which decreases the cost of Internet connection.
• Can use multicast technology, which is significantly more efficient in sending

information, which allow the computer to process data instead.
• Allow much faster response time for the user since the information is already

downloaded in the background and stored at the local computer.

The drawbacks using push is that:

• The time to develop Push technology applications takes more time than creating
static pages, and the viewing of Push applications are mostly limited of the fact
that each Push application require a specific Client tool while static pages can be
viewed by any web Browser.

• Almost all Push applications send information using the Unicast model and these
cause large bandwidth problems.

• The only income for most of the content providers is advertising, and these
advertisements cause large bandwidth problems since they are quite large
(images, animations and moving images).

• The user often experiences notification as a continuous interruption.
• Push technology tools are mostly immature and it is often very uncertain that the

tool providers (with some exceptions) will stay in business for a longer time.
• Administrating the user profile takes a lot of time, which could be spent on

something more useful for the Client.
• The need of security consideration increase, since the ability of the content

provider in making changes to the local computer has increased.
• The lack of standards makes it hard to decide which technology to select, and

predict how much it will cost.
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3 Integration

3.1 MPC

Requirements
It is important that the area(s) where an integration is affecting is kept to a minimum. This
minimises the complexity and resistance from Ericsson and LCS Clients in integrating a
third part Push solution. The requirements that should be fulfilled to minimise the
complexity of an integration is that:

• changes shall affect as few areas (components, classes, methods) as possible
• changes shall affects as little existing code as possible

Target Area
The area that I have found to be the most appropriate place to integrate a third part Push-
software is in the HTTP-Pusher class PushObj.cc. It is in the method “send()” where the
Rogue Wave object RWIHttpAgent calls its own method post(theURL,
thePositionContent), which is the method that actually performs the transmission
(pushing) of an MS position to a receiving LCS Client.

The reasons why this area is the best place to integrate, is that it is first when the position
information has reached this area that it is readable to the LCS Clients (internal codes are
replaced with plain text). Further more does the position include all other required
information such as LCS Client specific attributes, right position precision, and right date
format.

This allows a developer to only having to change the method call to a new method that
provides the integration using a third part Push software API. Referring to the
requirements, the first requirement is fulfilled in that only one existing line of code is
changed, as well as the second is, since this is the only place where any changes are
necessary. If you do the integration elsewhere, you will be forced to copy lots of existing
code in the HTTP-Pusher because the functions provided here and the function calls to
other components will have to be done anyway, and in the same order.

3.2 Push Vendors

Requirements
To be as good or better than the current push solution, a third part Push vendor should:

1 provide Push functionality
2 provide an API that allows an “easy” integration with both MPC and LCS Clients
3 be a rather small and specialised, which would be easy to learn and integrate. This

would also lower the price, so you only pay for the functionality that you use.
4 support platforms that the MPC supports

Target Vendor
In Appendix II, Push vendors of different categories are listed. The vendors are gathered
from the report written by Charlotta Medin [13], the report [7] written by Tuula Käpylä,
Isto Niemi and Aarno Lehtola, and from Internet searching. Many of the vendors
mentioned in these reports have gone bankrupt, being integrated with competitors or have
changed market direction, which has limited the number of available vendor solutions.
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Those vendor solutions that support Push and has an API, are considered to be
“Applicable” in the Appendix II.

The only vendor solution that I have found to provide the requirements mentioned here is
Tibco, even though it is not small and specialised in push. Tibco consist of three major
entities where the TIBCO ActiveEnterprise is used to integrate and automate business
solutions, TIBCO ActivePortal for collecting and distributing information via the Web and
wireless devices, and TIBCO ActiveExchange that allow developers to integrate
applications from different companies to new marketplaces. The entity that provides the
functionality needed in the MPC is the TIBCO ActiveEnterprise, where the component
TIB/Rendezvous resides. This is the component that actually performs the information
distribution (push).

Tibco provides an environment for developers to produce push applications that can use
IPM. Tibco often integrate their technology with other companies’ technology. The focus
is put on distributing real-time information in various areas like energy, financial services,
logistics and transportation, manufacturing, and telecommunications.

3.3 Proposal

The result in Appendix II demonstrates that Tibco is the only Push vendors that support
push, even though it is quit complex and provides much more functionality than just push.
The most appropriate integration area in the MPC is the class PushObj.cc. I will in here
describe how an integration could be done using software form Tibco.

The integration proposal from Tibco focuses on the TIB, The Information Bus, which
follows the concept of a hardware bus [13]. This bus provides packet transportation, and if
the packets do not fit, an adapter can be used. Tibco differs from many other Push vendors
in the sense that their technology is a middleware with an open API, which supports Java,
C, and C++, which allows other programs to be integrated with their technology. The
developer can connect an application via the API to the TIB. The TIB then has a
background daemon that initiates packet transports to the UDP port defined for this
application using the TIB, which is based on the UDP protocol to allow IPM. This solution
requires Tibco software at both the MPC and the LCS Client and it works like a virtual
network

If using TIB, Ericsson must run the Tibco component TIB Rendezvous that provides IPM.
Ericsson then connects the MPC via C++ function calls to the TIB in the HTTP-Pusher.
The background daemon in the TIB then automatically connects the MPC to the UDP port
defined for this application. When an MS position shall be sent by the MPC, the MPC
transmits the position to the TIB, which pushes the position to a Multicast group on a
router, to which one or several LCS Clients are subscribing. The router then copies the
information to each LCS Client, which stores the position in a local filedirectory.

To be able to use an existing application created on the LCS Clients, the developer may
consider two alternatives. The first is to create another application at the LCS Client
performing an internal HTTP/post position delivery to the current application interface that
receives the position from the MPC. The second alternative is to add a method to the
existing position application that periodically checks all new position files stored in a local
filedirectory. All new position files are then read and destroyed within a configurable time
interval.

If integrating Tibco, the SDK will have to be changed so that it can collect the information
stored in position files in a local directory at the LCS Client. The alternative is to add
another application that provides this functionality.
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3.4 Evaluation

If integrating Tibco, You will only add one new feature, the IPM. The only aspect that an
integration of the MPC and Tibco may improve, is the network efficiency. But the network
efficiency is only improved if the MS positions are pushed to more than one LCS Client
for each position.

Comparing the integration alternative and the solution developed by Ericsson, the latter
solution is the least complex and most efficient in the terms of:

• Maintainability. A developer will need more time and it is more likely that defects
will be introduced if changes are performed on a solution based on a complex
component like Tibco compared to the current solution where only a function call
performs the same functionality as the one that is used from Tibco.

• Cost. Ericsson already uses the API from Rogue Wave, which reduce the cost to
only the implementation. Tibco provides far more functionality than is used in the
MPC, but still has to be paid for added with implementation costs for integration.
In discussions with Tibco, they said that integrating their technology for just
content delivery purpose only, is not a very cost efficient solution.

• Performance. Daemons and the extra software that has to be executed at both the
LCS Clients and the MPC require more computer resources than current solution.

• Memory usage. Integrating Tibco add lots of functionality and software that is
stored at the MPC and LCS Clients even though most of the functionality is never
used.

• Security. Ericsson is today free to choose any encryption method and security level
they like. Using the one from Tibco, restrict Ericsson to the one Tibco supports.

• Training. No extra resources must be spent to learn large Push-solutions where
only a small part of the provided functionality is used anyway.

• Business risk. Many Push-vendors have gone bankrupt, and many existing firms
are today not making enough money to ensure that they will remain in business.

• Architecture. Ericsson can perform design changes more freely if they do not have
to consider all specialities that Tibco have. These specialities can be hard to
identify in time because the size of the integrated system. The smaller an integrated
component is, the less complicated it is to integrate.

With all drawbacks presented when integrating a third part Push solution, I am convinced
that the solution developed by Ericsson exceeds any existing vendor solutions presented.
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4 Summary

4.1 Conclusion

The MPC allows an integration with software from Tibco. Tibco is found to be the only
vendor solution that provides push, an API to connect the MPC with software from Tibco.
Tibco also support the same platforms as the MPC. If Ericsson would decide that they
should integrate Tibco with the MPC, they would only gain the ability of using IPM. The
consequences if integrating Tibco however, indicates that the drawbacks will be
substantial in matters of cost, complexity, and performance. These circumstances have
convinced myself that the solution that Ericsson has developed is by far more efficient
than integrating Tibco to achieve push functionality.

Any developer that is considering Push, as an alternative should consider what type of
Client the receiver of the information is. If the Client is a user viewing the information in a
web browser, Smart Pull will do the job even though it is not very efficient in terms of
network and computer efficiency. This is because it is more important that the user easy
can receive information without administrating client specific applications for each
subscribed service. But if the receiver is another software application requiring high
bandwidth and large computer resources, Push may be the technology to consider.
Integrating a third party Push-vendor solution can have large implications upon existing
software architecture. This is because they are fairly large, which may lead to that it is
better to develop the required Push-functionality on their own. The fact that IP
Multicasting is spreading will perhaps put more pressure on the Internet providers to
support IPM. If they do, the web browser may in the end support IPM so that the users will
be able to listen to radio or watch TV over the Internet without overloading the Internet.

4.2 Future Work

If there exists a will from Ericsson to integrate a third part Push-software, a trial
implementation and thorough testing should be carried out to assure Ericsson that
performance and reliability fulfil the requirements that end users have on the MPC.

One alternative Master Thesis project could be to evaluate the architecture of the Ericsson
MPC. One approach can be to try to make the system as scalable as possible. This could be
valuable if the system load will grow dramatically in the future where a cluster of
computers may be an alternative to increase the performance. One specific area can be to
study the HTTP-Pusher that supports a very broad spectrum of functions, which functions
may be better to allocate in individual components.

The SDK of the MPC could be another area to look further in. One approach can be to see
how the SDK can be prepared to allow easy integration of some Push-technologies. Such
ability may increase the opportunities for service- or content providers to create new types
of applications based on the Ericsson MPC. These applications may then increase the
network traffic for the operators and their interest in buying technology from Ericsson
where the MPC is included.

The lack of support of IPM can be the subject for another Master Thesis. The
advantages using IPM are further described in the Section 2.2, IP Multicasting.

Another approach can be to evaluate if it is a good idea to integrate some LCS Client
services within the MPC. Instead of having various LCS Clients receiving and requesting
the geographical position of an MS from the MPC, the MPC could integrate the services
that a LCS Client provides today. This would secure that the operators network traffic
within its network when an MS request and receive position-based information.
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Appendix I

HTTP-Pusher class diagram
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Appendix II

Push vendor Environment Delivery method  Applicable Service
Server Client Push /  Pull       Y/N 1/2/3/4 *

(Ericsson) Unix Unix/Window Push

Autonomy Both Both Pull N** (2). Provides an information agent technology that collects information. Autonomy is
[14] specialised in aggregating information from various sources and file formats,

associates information to people, and finally delivers the information to the specific
file format that the user wants in a file directory.

BackWeb Unix Windows Pull N** (3). Markets develop software tools that allow a company to build own push
[17} applications. The Filereplicator functionality makes it possible to send files in the

background from the server to a specific place in the filesystem of a client.
Datachannel Both Browser Pull N** (2). Is focusing on integrating different applications within a company and deliver
[16] content to a user.
Datajunction Both Both Pull N** Integration Engine-component, The API supports Java, COM, and C.
[17]
Desktop News Corp. Both Browser Pull N** (2). Provides with tools to develop your own Web site that delivers content to your
[18] users using Microsoft CDF [10] polling technique.
Infogate (Pointcast) Both Browser Pull N** (2). Alerts the user the moment news breaks and delivers it right to the users
[19] desktop, pager or cellular phone.
Marimba Both Both Pull N** (1). Is focusing on application distribution and upgrading. The product family
[20] contains Server Management solutions (Using Content Replicator) that enable

customers to precisely control how, when and where content and applications are
distributed and activated across heterogeneous Windows NT, Linux, Solaris and
other UNIX server platforms located anywhere in the world.

Microsoft CDF Both MS Explorer Pull N** (3). By adding a CDF-file that has a list of different URLs to existing Web pages,
[21] these pages can be transformed to a push channel that distribute content or software.
Netscape Both Netscape Pull N** (3). Is built on open standards like JavaScript and supports content distribution.
[22]
Tibco Both Both Push Y*** (4). Is what is called a middleware with an API, which is used to connect different
[23] applications to each other in real time in areas like stock trading and market

information. Datachannel uses the Rendezvous-software from Tibco and Microsoft
has modified their channel technology CDF to allow integration with
applications using software from Tibco.

* 1=Application distributor, 2=Content provider, 3=Platform provider, 4=Real-time data transfer
**Supports Pull. Integrating this technology will not support the distribution of position information in an efficient way.
*** Provides a complex service where the Push delivery plays an insignificant part. It can be integrated, but the achievement of push functionality will be more complex
and costly than what it is worth.


